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I thank Chairman Dennis Kruse, Senator Scott Schneider, and members of the Indiana Senate
Committee on Education and Career Development for the opportunity to speak in favor of Senate
Bill No. 183, a bill that voids any action taken by the state board of education to adopt the
Common Core standards as the state's standards.
My professional background: I was a senior associate commissioner in the Massachusetts
Department of Education from 1999-2003 and, among other duties, was in charge of development
or revision of all the state's K-12 standards. I reviewed all states' English language arts standards
for the Thomas B. Fordham Institute in 1997, 2000, and 2005. I co-authored Achieve, Inc.'s
American Diploma Project high school exit test standards for English in 2004. I served as a
reviewer and advisor to Indiana on its 2006 ELA Academic Standards and 2008 ELA Core
Standards. Finally, I served on Common Core's Validation Committee from 2009-2010.
Content of my testimony: I will speak briefly to the following points.
1. Why Common Core's English language arts standards won’t lead to college readiness
2. Why they lack a research base and international benchmarking
3. What leads to college readiness in secondary English classes
4. What students learn when they study complex literary texts
5. Why Common Core’s standards cannot be changed
6. Why Indiana’s own ELA standards didn’t increase student learning
7. Testing alternatives for Indiana

1. Why Common Core's English language arts standards won’t lead to college readiness:
Common Core’s “college readiness” standards for ELA are chiefly empty skill sets and cannot
lead to even a meaningful high school diploma. Only a literature-rich curriculum can. College
readiness has always depended on the complexity of the literary texts teachers teach and a
coherent literature curriculum.
Common Core's ELA standards have several major flaws:
Common Core expects English teachers to spend over 50 percent of their reading
instructional time on informational texts at every grade level. It sets forth 10 reading
standards for informational texts and 9 standards for literary texts at every grade level, K12. This is not what English teachers are trained to do in any college English department
or teacher preparation program. College readiness will likely decrease if the secondary
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English curriculum prioritizes informational reading and reduces the study of complex
literary texts.
Common Core’s 50/50 mandate makes it impossible for English teachers to construct a
coherent literature curriculum. Common Core prevents a coherent curriculum from
emerging since over 50 percent of their reading instructional time must address
nonfiction or informational texts. What information are English teachers responsible for
teaching?
Common Core’s middle school writing standards are an intellectual impossibility for
average middle school students. Adults have a much better idea of what "claims,"
"relevant evidence," and academic "arguments" are. But most children have a limited
understanding of these concepts, even if Common Core’s writing standards were linked
to appropriate reading standards and prose models. Nor does the document clarify the
difference between an academic argument (explanatory writing) and persuasive writing,
confusing teachers and students alike.
Major deficiencies in Common Core’s ELA standards were pointed out in Fordham Institute's
2010 review before they were adopted by Indiana.
…They would be more helpful to teachers if they attended as systematically to content as they do
to skills, especially in the area of reading…the standards do not ultimately provide sufficient
clarity and detail to guide teachers and curriculum and assessment developers effectively.
The…standards for grades 6-12 exhibit only minor distinctions across the grades, making no
distinction between … literary and informational text. Many defining characteristics of the various
genres are also rarely, if ever, mentioned…Where literary elements are mentioned, their treatment
is spotty. …
One troublesome aspect of the writing standards is the persistently blurry line between an
“argument” and an “informative/explanatory essay.”

It is not surprising that such deficient standards received a grade of B+ from Fordham. That high
grade came about as a result of the changes in the evaluation form Fordham had made to the
evaluation form (and grading scheme) I had developed and used in my own, earlier reviews of
state ELA standards for Fordham. These changes enabled Fordham to claim that Common Core’s
ELA standards were better than those in most states and that the differences between Common
Core’s ELA standards and other sets of states standards that were far superior to Common Core’s
(to judge from the actual comments made by the evaluators) were “too close to call.”
2. Why Common Core’s standards lack a research base and international benchmarking:
Common Core’s Validation Committee, on which I served, was supposed to ensure that its
standards were internationally benchmarked and supported by a body of research evidence. Even
though several of us regularly asked for the names of the countries the standards were supposedly
benchmarked to and for citations to the supposed body of evidence supporting the organization
and content of its standards, our requests were ignored. I can only surmise that we received no
reply because Common Core’s standards are not internationally benchmarked and there is no
research to support the 50/50 mandate.
Reading researchers have since acknowledged there is no research to support Common Core’s
claim that an increase in instruction in informational reading in English or other classes will make
students college-ready. In addition, the organizations that developed these standards, as well as
recent reports on the “validity” of Common Core’s standards financed by the Bill and Melinda
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Gates Foundation, have failed to provide evidence that Common Core’s standards meet current
entrance requirements for U.S. post-secondary institutions or major universities elsewhere.
3. What leads to college readiness in secondary English classes: Two kinds of evidence show
that the study of complex literature in the English class, not informational texts, leads to college
readiness. The first is empirical: The focus of the Massachusetts 1997 and 2001 ELA standards,
considered the “gold standard” among state ELA standards long before Massachusetts students
scored in first place in grades 4 and 8 in reading on NAEP—and stayed there—was literary study
(as Achieve, Inc. pointed out in its own reports). This emphasis is indicated by the list of white
and black authors, male and female, in Appendix A. Bay State English teachers indicated
approval in surveys in 1997 and 2001, and as recently as 2009 when department of education
staff surveyed them to find out what changes they wanted, if any, in preparation for a routine
revision. Less than a handful even bothered to reply.
The second kind of evidence is historical: From about 1900—the beginning of uniform college
entrance requirements via the college boards—until the 1950s, a challenging, literature-heavy
English curriculum was understood to be precisely what pre-college students needed. From the
1960s onward, the decline in readiness for college reading (acknowledged in the Common Core
document) reflected in large part an increasingly incoherent, less challenging literature
curriculum that was propelled by the fragmentation of the year-long English course into semester
electives, the conversion of junior high schools into middle schools, and the assignment of easier,
shorter, and contemporary texts—often but not always in the name of multiculturalism.
4. What students learn when they study complex literary texts: As ACT found, complexity is
laden with literary features: It involves characters, literary devices, tone, ambiguity, structure,
elaboration, intricate language, and unclear intentions. Contemporary selections on computer
geeks, fast food, teenage marketing, and the working poor (suggested in a 2011 NCTE volume)
are hardly the kind of material to exhibit ambiguity, subtlety, and irony. By reducing literary
study, Common Core’s 50/50 mandate decreases students’ opportunity to develop the analytical
thinking once developed in just an elite group by the vocabulary, structure, style, ambiguity, point
of view, figurative language, and irony in classic literary texts.
Let me say something more about vocabulary. It is well known that 18th and 19th century writers
used a far broader vocabulary than contemporary writers do, even when writing for young
adolescents (e.g., Treasure Island or The Black Arrow). The literary texts that were once staples
in the secondary literature curriculum were far more challenging than contemporary texts (or the
Young Adult Literature) frequently assigned. And because the “literate” vocabulary that writers
like Robert Louis Stevenson used was embedded in stories with exciting plots, students would
absorb this vocabulary as they read challenging literature because exciting plots kept them
reading (which we know is the main way we learn the meanings of most words).
This vocabulary learning is in serious danger of never occurring because of the failure of
Common Core’s ELA document to provide mechanisms that would guarantee students the
opportunity to acquire the general academic vocabulary needed for college work. The missing
components are easy to identify: no specification of the contents of literary/historical knowledge
students need or the criteria for selecting texts for study; no list of recommended authors as in the
Massachusetts framework; no historical period coverage requirements; no British literature aside
from Shakespeare; and no study of the history of the English language.
5. Why Common Core’s standards cannot be changed: The two organizations that developed
Common Core’s standards have copyrighted their documents. States that have adopted Common
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Core’s standards cannot change one word of the standards in them, even if their teachers find the
standards confusing, placed at inappropriate levels, or poorly written. States can add up to 15% of
their own standards but must assess this 15% themselves. Indiana needs public schools responsive
to Indiana parents, teachers, and other citizens.
6. Why Indiana’s own ELA Standards didn’t increase student learning: One reason why the
Bay State’s standards seem to have been more effective than those in other states can be found in
the simultaneous changes in the academic requirements for teacher and administrator training
programs, licensure tests, and professional development. The quality of a state’s standards is not
enough.
Indiana’s 2006 and 2008 ELA standards are as strong as the Bay State’s own standards were.
And they are clearly superior to Common Core’s ELA standards according to the Fordham
Institute's own review:
"Indiana’s standards are clearer, more thorough, and easier to read than the Common Core
standards. Essential content is grouped more logically, so that standards addressing inextricably
linked characteristics, such as themes in literary texts, can be found together rather than spread
across strands. Indiana also frequently uses standard-specific examples to clarify expectations.
Furthermore, Indiana’s standards treat both literary and non-literary texts in systematic detail
throughout the document, addressing the specific genres, sub-genres, and characteristics of both
text types. Both Indiana and Common Core include reading lists with exemplar texts, but
Indiana’s is much more comprehensive."

Raising the bar for admission to an education schools and embedding the content of strong
academic standards into its educator preparation programs, licensure tests, and professional
development could over time lead to more visible increases in student achievement in reading and
writing.
7. Testing alternatives for Indiana: Indiana is not only better off using its own standards,
labeling them college and career readiness standards, and incorporating them into its teacher and
administrator preparation programs and licensure tests, it is also better off using its own student
tests. If Indiana uses its own tests, it can increase the difficulty level of not only the reading
passages used on its state tests but also their cut scores when Indiana’s teachers and parents want
to.
Indiana should also be able to compare its students’ scores to others, inside this country and
beyond its borders, and to qualify for federal grants even if it withdraws from Common Core’s
testing consortium and uses its own standards. To be able to make inter-state and international
comparisons, Indiana’s senators and congressional representatives can ask NCES to use a
stratified random sample of Indiana students to benchmark to the common tests as NCES just did
in mathematics in linking a sample of Indiana’s students on TIMSS test items to NAEP test items.
“Linking” studies are now being done to connect performance on NAEP to performance on
TIMSS so that in the future American students will take only NAEP tests, not TIMSS tests, too.
Because NCES and NAEP are funded by Congress, Congress can direct NCES to link student
performance on any state test to student performance on the common tests and then to NAEP tests
and then to TIMSS tests.1
To conclude, I recommend that all state standards be reviewed and revised if needed at least
every five years by identified Indiana teachers, discipline-based experts in the arts and sciences,
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and parents, and that all state assessments be developed, in part, by Indiana teachers and
discipline-based experts in the arts and sciences and reviewed by them before the tests are given.
1

http://nces.ed.gov/timss/naeplink.asp
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